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ABSTRACT 

Throughout history, women have been seen as vulnerable creatures who need protection and 

direction from men. The male movement in the male-dominated culture is opposed by 

numerous restrictions. 17pm In the end, the first impression was that between women and 

men, the need for women to move beyond a long chamber of judges with a variety of judges, 

the necessity of capturing women in the architectural context, was also necessary. 

After the snake of the Republic, in conjunction with the changing society and thinking system 

in Turkey. The location of the woman has shown a change in social, cultural, and economic 

dimensions. Location in the family, wife who lives when change; Do not keep today's 

ringleaders in an important position, while facilitating the development of the practitioner and 

the advancement of the community is being found. In workplaces, in the changing 

community, the training that women receive in the community discussing how to influence 

one's position, identity and character in time. The impact of the survey on the area and the 

recent impact on public health is explained. In my community, women in particular are 

influenced by their architecture. This concentrated work, women in the business world, in the 

advancement of society it aims to draw attention to the fact that it will provide an important 

influence. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Turkish women, educated and educated about the fact that the country has made the country a 

snake a passage in the trenches is forced to survive. As a whole, in fact the disparity between 

women and men is not explained by the opportunity, and not used in the notion of a bundle, 

limited to trying to move on to a specific destination. Number of women have access to the 

power and support of the community. Today, women educate men and women in the hottest 

parts of the world. is seen as contributing to knowledge and ability. 

 

Social content, gender discrimination of architectural discipline and applications in the 

changing Turkey; Female tasks are focused on enhancing personalized training, camouflage. 

The belief that it hinders their participation in activism has been at the forefront. With the 

Republic together with the fact that women have high boots in the country, when it comes to 

hanging, and how assessment of their existence in the education of the evaluators. World the 

contribution of women to architecture in Turkey is limited, as it is, investigating the reasons 

for this, in Turkey and in the context of women statuses examined. 

 

2. Inside the Historical Survey, The Place of Women in Education 

The concept of masculine judge accumulation in the community, by Tanzimat diarrhea 

(1839-1876) began to change in the communion, the definition of the word 'adjustments, 
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reforms' in this era, French teaching in the light of heavyweight, technically and 

economically opened to new developments however, a number of new decisions have been 

made that make the system sound. 

 

Thrown under the name of modernization the traditional harem training that women take with 

It has left. The first middle school that could be seen as a very important step for girls 

(current secondary school) again during this period in a mansion in the Sultanahmet district 

of Istanbul It began. In the 1872-73 school year, the first graduates were given courses other 

than embroidery. started to be given by female teachers and these women they became the 

first female civil servants who were trained in public schools. 

Especially in the 1860s, educational institutions for girls' education in many places ıt was 

opened. The necessity of vocational schools is also becoming seriously recognized. 

 

Coincides with this period. In line with this, the girl that we call art school today correctional 

facilities were opened; orphans and needy children were taken to these institutions, they have 

been provided with a profession to maintain their lives. To students ın addition to teaching 

courses at primary level; professions such as tailoring and shoe making teaching and covering 

school expenses with profit from the sale of the material produced the schools were named as 

Sanayi-I Nesfise school in the following periods.  These schools were also abolished in 1886 

by the Tophane-i Amire Administration. Sultan II. Abdulhamid (1876-1909) 's the throne, 

with the formation of the country for the In order to meet the needs, civil engineering 

education has come to the agenda. For this purpose, the Hendese-Ġ Property School started 

education in 1883, together with the Constitutional Monarchy. The destruction of the country 

as a result of wars the progress in the zoning movement, the need for trained personnel and 

Atatürk 's 1933' about Overcoming the Level of Civilization ”. one was to give women equal 

rights with men in the social sphere.2 Believe that education is the most important condition 

for women to reach the place they deserve in society noted that the higher education 

institutions to make girls more enrollment wanted and encouraged.3In this sense, Higher 

Engineering School, (1927-1928) for the first time in 2010, she accepted female students. On 

31 May 1933 by the ministry of education the law on the establishment of a university was 

adopted and it is foreseen to enter all departments of universities.
4
 

 

3. The Place of Women in Architectural Education 

Due to the role society assigns to women, ıt has increased the branches of women in which 

the struggled women struggle for existence and to promote themselves as academics 

supporting architecture teaching ıt has been.
5 

 

“In the historical process, women have participated in various economic activities in different 

forms and statuses according to the conditions and qualities of each period. In the process of 

social development ranging from primitive societies to advanced societies, women actively 

participated in economic life both inside and outside the house. Throughout history, women 

have been eager to do science and have struggled on this issue”
6
. 

 

17th Century eventually the first official school of architecture was opened in France 

architectural education, which became widespread, did not give place to women for a long 

time; It is seen that this architectural education started in 1897 and female students took place 

in 1897. 

 

In 1862, in France, as well as in America, the ın most of the universities providing 

architectural education until 1898. Cambridge, an architecture school that accepted only 

female students in 1915, was rejected. School Of Architecture and Landscape. 
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Turkey "is also today with the aim of giving corporate sense of architectural education 

Architects Sinan Fine Arts University, in 1883, including architecture, education in four 

departments was established under the name of  Mektep-i Sanayi-i Nefise.  This institution is 

January 1 ın 1882, with the teaching staff of eight people and twenty-one students, the art of 

Turkish modernization as one of the important actors in the field of painting, the Ottoman 

State turned its face to the West. 

 

The first art school opened to provide education in the field of sculpture and architecture, and 

westernization symbol. Official name Mektep-I Osman Hamdi Bey, who was appointed as 

the founding director of this school which was Sanayi-i Nefise-i (1886) on the death of (his 

brother) Halil Edhem (Eldem), he was assigned to the Directorate of Adopting the aim of 

teaching painting and sculpture arts. 
7 

 

School was opened in November 1914 and the first step was taken to enable them to receive 

higher education.In the early years, only male students were admitted and the majority were 

non-Muslims. this institution was known only to women in the late Ottoman Empire (1839). 

A wide range of Westernization and Modernization, including the Second Constitutional Era 

(1908-1919)were able to participate in social life in the process. Again for the first time in 

this semester, girls Darülelhan (Conservatory). In the Ottoman Empire after the 

compensation, some writers began to draw attention to the place in society. During this 

period, many articles were published about women from education to economic status of 

women, Tanzimat Period writers, women first of all, they aimed to create public opinion.
8 

 

Girls Art Schools Programs, which have been named as Girls Institute since 1927, the efforts 

of women to earn their lives by working in the art edited. Vocational and Technical 

Education by a law enacted on June 22, 1933. General Directorate was established after 1935 

expenses of art schools by the state started to be met. In the continuation of all these 

developments, the girl who received a diploma every day there is an increase in the number 

of students.
9 

 

In this sense, two institutions; Istanbul Technical School Department of Architecture 

University, Faculty of Architecture) and Istanbul Technical University Faculty of 

Architecture 

has opened its doors to female students. In this process, while making university preferences 

technical differences between the education system of the University and the Academy, the 

roots of individuals in these institutions. 

 

Although they have limited information about it was seen as a reason for choice origin 

engineering, the majority of male students in Istanbul Technical. The reason for choosing the 

University, while some of the students Mimar Sinan Fine Arts  the origins of the University 

of Arts extend to the Academy of Fine Arts and the idea of providing education has been the 

reason of preference of this institution.
10 

 

Engineering education from ITU, the first university to give the first graduates the title of 

architect-engineer. however, the view that the field of architecture is now considered as an 

art-related section.
11 

 

Number of female students graduated in proportion to the increase in institutions providing 

education in this field in the following 10 years it has been 34. Explosion period for female 

architects in the 1950s, the number of graduating students rose to 87 and women entered the 

profession. One of the reasons for this increase in the last 10 years is the quota of schools. 
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There is also a share of increasing.
12

 

 

4. Effects of Women on Professional Practice 

In Modernization ”and“ Westernization ”phenomena adopted with the proclamation of the 

Republic been effective in the field and to create the desired "Modern Society" in the 

framework of the image of Turkey "as well, as in western countries, the demand to become 

an architect is presented.In this direction, taking the Western women as an example, the 

existence of higher education in the field of importance.It has won. However, professional 

practices have been ignored while giving this opportunity. of the 1900’s almost in the middle 

of many countries women's architecture schools and Professional statistical data, especially 

after 1980s. 

 

In the field of architecture they are less able to hold and maintain reveals that they can not 

continue their careers. However, such problems have been overcome then women architects 

find less jobs, less publications, and less Professional they are less recognized than men for 

reasons such as winning prizes.
13 

 

Namely; 20th century. Ester Marjorie HILL (1895- 1985), University of Toronto, Dean of the 

Faculty of Architecture it was. In spite of this, hill has a difficult career a sharp gender that 

encourages them to think more and more about their gender. consciousness. The first Turkish 

women architects on the same road; nationalist discourse is presented to them as a unifying 

identity above all identity consciousness. although they have been subjected to gender 

discriminatory practices since the early Republican Era, could not claim the problem and 

identity.
14 

 

Architecture education, the first results of such a change in 1934 from the first female 

architects 

and Leman Tomsu and Münevver Belen said that Turkey 's first female architects, 51 years 

after the establishment of Sanayi-Ġ Nefise-Ġ School. 

They have been subject. Although it is a later date than the west, the first Turkish women 

architects unlike their European and American counterparts. in the following process, 1936, 

Seker Üçer Niltunave in 1939 and Leyla Turgut graduates are women architects who stepped 

into the profession. First female architects graduated from 1934 to 1960, according to years 

of graduation statistics; women it is also seen that it does not have much interest in 

architecture schools. 

 

Leman Tomsu is a women who takes the  first architectural diploma in Turkey; familiar with 

the presence of a woman intelligence, creativity, physical endurance in non-Academy studios 

tried to prove that there are capabilities that are assumed to be. Cutthroat competition 

the place of foreign and domestic architects in the conditions of that day intended to receive. 

At the end of all these efforts, it seems, on his feet despite the men who learned to stop and 

were overshadowed by the dominant discourses,most of his life, the places he lived and 

designed, and even the grave with women. and it continues to share.
15

 

Turkey "too many women architects trained in the field of architecture, after graduating 

special preferring to remain secondary in a sense that did not dare to open up to the sector 

they have. Instead of the private sector, the Ministry of Reconstruction and Settlement, 

Istanbul Municipality institutions. Apart from public institutions, individual and joint offices 

of architects although ownership creates a different work area; Turkey also of individual and 

collective female architect. 
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Although there is no statistical research to determine the office ownership rate, given the 

criterion of conducting projects published in many sources of research, women architects 

with their spouses. Such problems experienced in the field of vocational education in the 

early years are in recent years, it has been replaced by the problem of architect women where 

they will work. At this point government, public institutions that can easily accept a task area 

identified. 

 

The studies conducted in the West between 1945-1950. This is the period in which it takes 

significant progress. 1950 "Year of Turkey after the line" own independent Office the model 

of female architect, who can work comfortably with male colleagues, has become 

increasingly depleted. 

 

The excitement of the first female architects whose names are little known until the 1960s, 

Parallel to the diminishing excitement of the Republican spirit after Atatürk's death it 

decreased. The first benefiting from the opportunities provided to women by the Republican 

period the female architects of the period were able to find easy and qualified works in the 

official offices. 

 

Especially to ensure that women with children have the necessary transparency in terms of 

inflexible working hours, wages and hikes. skills, low wages and periods of work breaks. It is 

seen that they quit their profession due to difficulties in maintaining professional connections. 

which is confirmed by sociologist Robert GUTMAN's research.
17 

 

Research on the preference of the field of architecture, the first generation of women women 

who share the same profession with their spouses architects established private offices, 

participated in the project competitions with their practice women architects in which 

institution or in the field of architecture. Whether they work or not, the project that is decisive 

in the field of architecture competitions. The competitions do not require direct dialogue with 

the customer, working hours is a feature that can be arranged arbitrarily by the designer 

provided a great convenience to architects.
19 

 

One of the most important examples of this; as the first woman architect in our country 

Leman Tomsu. High School of Fine Arts Academy after Erenköy High School for girls. 

Her graduated from the branch in 1935, Istanbul Municipality Directorate of Zoning 

urbanism. 

 

She started his career as an expert. Examination in this field in various European countries 

Tomsu is the first woman in the business world after graduation architect and the first woman 

academician in this field. Contributed to the reconstruction of the country and she has 

received degrees in many public houses' project competitions. Joined in 1941 in Eskisehir 

Hamidiye and Mahmudiye Village Institutes Competition, 1942 Thrace Kepir Tepe Village 

Institute Competition, Zonguldak City Hotel Project Competition in 1945, 1948 Ankara 

Provinces Cooperative Single Storey Various House Types Competition, Iskenderun in 1954 

Trader Club Chamber of Commerce, Exchange Building Competition such as competitions in 

the project successful and won the First Prize in the mentioned competitions.
20 

 

Tomsu since 1935 Istanbul, where German city planner Martin Wagner advised municipality 

and the competitions he participated in during this period. The original drawings of Leman 

Tomsu are mostly for the projects that cannot be found by using the images in the periodicals 

modeling prepared. Leman Tomsu participated in the competitions between 1938-1954 prizes 

and application projects between 1936-1959 as well as being an important success story 
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compared to the works of the architects of the period. as an indicator of the emphasis placed 

on women's place in architecture. 
22 

 

Leman Tomsu has been planning and saving enough Money but in 1953 he designed and 

built a great patience and diligence in Göztepe. Years with a cousin and a veteran of the 

family; his grave, which he designed himself, was his grandmother, his mother. She is known 

to share with his aunt and cousin. However, after the death of Leman Tomsu. Instead of a 

multi-storey building demolished in 1990 made only Turkey "s first female even as a house 

designed by the architect; reveals the truth. Similarly, "Turkey" s first female architect of 

"Project archive is unprotected and therefore most of its designs are not available. It refers to 

a situation that needs to be questioned and considered.  Destruction and traces of those who 

could not be found in this work that allows an architect to be remembered. as described, from 

private to public more than Gerede and Emirdağ CHP Houses known public house structures, 

beach locker cabins, garden, swimming pool, etc. In all of his works, Tomsu's modernist a 

language, but increased the traditional emphasis towards the 1940s. it seems. Like 

architectural products, Tomsu's experience as a business practice competition processes and 

public works also reflect the architectural environment of the period. provides data that will 

contribute to our assessment. In addition to Tomsu's colleagueshiphis friendship with his 

childhood friend Münevver Belen and his architectural project partnership. 

 

Tomsu in the field once again shows its importance.
23

Architecture with the ideology of the 

period among the reflecting public houses, Kadikoy Community Center, which was held in 

competition. Standing Kadıköy Halkevi project, which is one of the few public houses, 

among the other female architects who went this way by Leman Tomsu, again as a result of 

the competition Belev and Abidin MortaĢ, the owners of the Bursa Halkevi architectural 

Project as we come out. Arkitekt, a comprehensive resource for the period almost all the 

major architects of the 1930s defined as the equivalent of modernization in social life. And 

the architectural community emphasized this issue.
24 

 

To lay the foundation of the Republic of Turkey and directing the nation's men and a woman 

According to Uğur Tanyeli, public houses where he could meet and establish an intellectual 

dialogue, she expand the spatial framework limited to school and friends it is a social 

revolution with the creation of an understanding of participation in a new society.
25

 

 

5. RESULT 

From producing monumental artifacts to wealthy employers of the period until the ındustrial 

revolution While the responsible architects do not include women architects, the subsequent 

process.
26 

 

The first female architects in the period after the second half of the The number of female 

architects is quite limited in history. One of the main reasons for the the exclusion of women 

from architectural schools and occupations.
27

But this female architects can find less jobs and 

less in publications after problems are overcome and less professional prizes than men. These 

social-space-oriented, gender-sensitive perspectives, public and private space, home leaving 

the problem of exclusion from urban space behind, ensuring the urban structure for the 

sustainability of women's lives; and can be presented as a proposal within the scope of the 

study.
29 

 

Early Republican era Turkey "sini society modernization, which will carry into the future 

and to instill a modern social life and cultural perspective. opened public houses, the function 

of being a cultural center to successfully reflect the architecture and Importance in terms of 
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occupying the agenda of an important period in the history of Turkish architecture carrying. 

Today, however, such quality fiction and references can be made using architecture. can not 

be discussed. Ideology transfer tools will no longer bring architecture to mind degree of 

diversification and development, of course, is one of the leading reasons of this situation. All 

these developments aside, the period of the developing Republic and an importantthat the 

architecture of community houses reflecting social and cultural change could not be carried to 

today, distressing. In the 1930s, which was a transition period for Turkish architecture, it is 

possible to see the distinctive influences of modern architecture that are influential 

throughout the world. Great importance for the development of modern Turkish architecture 

in the Early Republican Period With this ideology that carries the validating that matches the 

architectural history of modernism in the context of Turkey must can be considered as works 

that need to be examined. 
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